Introduction
Image transmission and storage are very important in mo− dern multimedia systems. An image has wide spectrum, usually much wider than available channel bandwidth or memory capacity. Therefore, image compression with the quality preservation becomes of crucial significance. One important compression method is efficient image sampling by which we can achieve the decrease in image samples number.
In this paper, problem of optimal deployment of sensors for image sampling in cameras is considered, using the methods of two−dimensional optimal polar quantization and taking into account human eye sensitivity function.
Since the user of image is a human, it has been tendency in the recent years to adapt image processing and compres− sion to the human eye characteristics. For that purpose, it was very important to study how a human eye acts as a receiver. It was shown that photoreceptors on retina are not uniformly distributed. Photoreceptors are mainly con− centrated around one point known as fovea, and their den− sity decreases when the distance from this point increases [1] . As a consequence of that, eye is much more sensitive to points in the image middle than to points on the periphery. It is common to use the polar coordinates ( , ) r f to express eye sensitivity function, where r is the radius (distance from the image middle) and f is the phase. The radius r also can be called amplitude. It is known that the human eye sensitivity function is circularly symmetric, which means that it does not depend on the phase f but only on the radius r, i.e., it is the same for all points with the same radius. Thus, it is very important to define the radial human eye sensitivity denoted with f r ( ). In Ref. 2 , the radial human eye sensitivity was defined as unbounded Gaussian distribution, while defini− tion in Ref. 3 suggests that radial human eye sensitivity is exponential function which depends on one parameter. In Ref. 4 , combination of these two models was used, and radial eye sensitivity function was defined as Gaussian pro− bability function with one parameter a. Since image is bounded, in Ref. 4 , the bounded Gaussian distribution was used. The insertion of the parameter a gives the possibility for adaptation of the eye sensitivity model to the future knowledge about the human visual system. In this paper, we will use eye sensitivity function defined in Ref. 4. There are two analogies established in this paper. The first analogy is between image sensors deployment in ca− meras and two−dimensional quantization, since deployment of image sensors in cameras is equivalent to the deployment of quantization cells in the two−dimensional plane. Optimal position of the image sensors in cameras can be found by finding optimal position of quantization cells in the two−di− mensional plane. Quantization theory was used for sensors deployment in Ref. 4 . The second analogy is established between eye sensitivity function and pdf (probability den− sity function) of the two−dimensional signal which should be quantized, i.e., pdf of the two−dimensional signal is equal to the eye sensitivity function. This means that the two−di− mensional signal which should be quantized is circularly symmetric (it has uniform phase distribution) and its radial pdf is defined with f r ( ). Polar coordinates will be used for design of the two−di− mensional quantizer, because they are very suitable for the circularly symmetric input signal [5] . Since the phase of the two−dimensional input signal is uniformly distributed, it will be quantized with the uniform quantizer. Now, the question is how quantization of the amplitude r should be done. Until now, several solutions have been proposed in the literature. One solution is uniform polar quantization, where uniform quantization of the radius r is done [6, 7] . The most often used solution is the log−polar quantization, where quantization of the radius r is done using the logarith− mic compression law. There are two types of the log−polar quantization: product log−polar and optimal log−polar. In the product log−polar quantization there is the same number of the phase levels on each amplitude level. In the optimal log−polar quantization, number of the phase levels is opti− mized for each amplitude level. Both types of log−polar quantization are better than uniform polar quantization. Image sampling based on the product log−polar quantization is called product log−polar sampling, while based on the optimal log−polar quantization is called optimal log−polar sampling. Product log−polar image sampling was used in many papers [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . Optimal log−polar image sampling was introduced in Ref. 4 , and there was shown that it has better performances than product log−polar image sampling. But, both types of the log−polar image sampling have one very important drawback; the area in the middle of the image cannot be sampled. This drawback is significant since hu− man eye is the most sensitive to the points in the middle of the image.
In this paper, optimal compression function for r polar coordinate is derived, by distortion minimization. This opti− mal compression function is valid for any bounded circu− larly symmetric distribution. Also, for each amplitude level, optimization of the number of phase levels is done. Since optimal compression function is used, and also polar coordi− nates are used, this two−dimensional quantization is called the optimal polar quantization. Image sampling (i.e. sensor deployment), based on the optimal polar quantization is called the optimal polar image sampling. It is shown that the optimal polar image sampling has many advantages com− pared to both product and optimal log−polar image sam− pling. First of all, with optimal polar image sampling, points in the middle of the image can be sampled, and therefore the subject quality is better. Furthermore, optimal polar image sampling gives better performances compared to both types of the log−polar image sampling. For the same number of sensors, optimal polar image sampling gives for 0.55-0.8 dB the higher SNR compared to the optimal log−polar image sampling and for 2.07-3.35 dB the higher SNR compared to the product log−polar image sampling. Comparison can be done in another way. With optimal polar image sampling, some in advance given value of SNR can be achieved with decrease in sensors number for 12-17% compared to the optimal log−polar image sampling, or for 38-54% compared to the product log−polar image sampling. Due to this de− crease in sensors number, solution with optimal polar image sampling is simpler and cheaper, compared to solutions with product and optimal log−polar image sampling. Opti− mal polar image sampling can be considered as one kind of the nonuniform image sampling, which has become very significant in the recent years [17] .
This paper is organized in the following way. In Sect. 2, optimal polar quantization is described, minimization of distortion is done and optimal compression function for radius r is derived. In Sect. 3, eye sensitivity function is defined, and results obtained in section 2 are applied on image sampling. Expressions for SNR, as well as for requi− red number of sensors for achieving required SNR are derived. In section 4, numerical results are presented. Also, in that section, the optimal polar sampling is compared to the optimal log−polar and the product log−polar sampling. Section 5 concludes the paper.
Optimal polar quantization
In this section, nonuniform optimal polar quantization will be considered. The polar coordinates r and f represent am− plitude (radius) and phase, respectively. Polar coordinates are connected with the Cartesian coordinates ( , )
x y with expressions x r = cos f and y r = sin f. The maximal ampli− tude r max is given in advance. Therefore, quantization area is circle with the radius r max . Quantization area is bounded since image is bounded, and quantization will be used for the image sampling. Polar quantizer has N points.
The amplitude range ( , ) max 0 r is divided into L ampli− tude intervals, using amplitude thresholds 0 0 
. Phase representation levels on the i−th amplitude level are denoted with y y y 1 . In that way, the area of the circle with the radius r max is divided into N cells and inside each cell there is one representation point. This is shown in Fig. 1 
is the probability density function (pdf) and it will be defi− ned in Sect. 3, based on the human eye sensitivity function. Since r and f are mutually independent, it is valid that f r f r f
, where f r ( ) is amplitude pdf and f ( ) f is phase pdf. It will be shown in Sect. 3 that eye sensitivity function is circularly symmetric, therefore f r ( , ) f is circu− larly symmetric. This means that phase is uniformly distrib− uted over the range ( , ) 0 2p , i.e., f ( ) ( ) f p = 1 2 . Since phase is uniformly distributed, it is obtained that f p 
Equation (5) 
For fixed number of the amplitude levels L, we can find optimal number of points on each amplitude level, 
Changing Eq. (8) For the amplitude compression function g r ( ) (which will be defined later), for the high resolution theory, it is valid 
Changing Eq. (14) into Eq. (12), the following expres− sion for optimal distortion is obtained 
Now, we should minimize the distortion D to find the optimal compression function g r ( ). Minimization will be done using the well known Hölder's inequality 
and that minimum is achieved when condition of Eq. (17) 
This optimal compression function is valid for any bounded circularly symmetric distribution f r ( ). For this optimal compression function, the condition of Eq. (17) 
Eye sensitivity function and calculation of SNR

Eye sensitivity definition
It is known from experiments in connection with HVS (hu− man visual system) that eye is much more sensitive to points in the image middle than to those at the periphery. It is also known that eye sensitivity function is circularly symmetric. It means that eye sensitivity to some point in image depends only on distance between that point and the image centre. Namely, in polar coordinate system, eye sensitivity is the same for points with the same radius, regardless of their phases. Because of that, only radial eye sensitivity function has to be determined. We define radial eye sensitivity func− tion as bounded Gaussian pdf (probability density function), i.e., f r C r ( ) exp( ) = -a s 2 0 2 , 0 £ £ r r max , where r max is the maximal radius of image. The parameter a depends on watching conditions such as distance and angle [2] . Also, the future HVS studies might improve knowledge about eye sensitivity. In such cases, the insertion of the parameter a gives possibility for eye sensitivity model changes in accor− dance with the results of latter studies. The parameter s 0 de− pends on the image size r max as r max = ks 0 . Therefore, 
To summarize, in this paper, the problem of image sen− sors deployment is solved, considering the equivalent prob− lem: quantization of two−dimensional circularly symmetric signal whose radial pdf is given with Eq. (25), using the optimal polar quantizer whose radial compression function is given with Eq. (20).
SNR calculation
It follows from Eq. (24) that k S 2 = (ln ) a. Therefore, 
Numerical results and comparison with log-polar sampling
In this section, some numerical results will be presented. We take that a = 1 2 since this value was used in Refs. 2 and 4. In Table 1 , the values for SNR are given for different va− lues of the contrast S, and for the number of sensors N = 2 16 .
It can be seen that SNR is nearly constant in wide range of contrast S, i.e., changes of S do not have big influence on SNR. In further analyses, we will use the value S = 50 since it was used in Ref. 4 . 
Comparison with log-polar sampling
Now, we will present comparison of the optimal polar image sampling with the optimal and product log−polar image sampling, which were presented in Ref. 4 . Firstly, we recall some facts about the optimal and pro− duct log−polar image sampling, based on Ref. 4 . As it was shown in Ref. 4 , when log−polar image sampling (optimal or product) is used, the sampling is not possible for points in the middle of the image, in the area 0 £ £ r r min which is called "the black area". r min denotes the minimal ra− dius where sampling is possible. In Ref. 4 , the parameter t r r = max min was introduced, where r max denotes the maxi− mal radius of the image. For fixed r max , if t is higher, then r min is smaller and therefore "the black area" is smaller. If t is smaller, then "the black area" is bigger. Therefore, it is common that t does not take very small values (t should not take values less than 15). On the other hand, when t in− creases, SNR for log−polar image sampling decreases (for optimal log−polar decreases slightly but for product log− −polar decreases significantly). Therefore, t should not take very high values (higher than 75), especially for the product log−polar sampling.
Optimal polar image sampling, presented in this paper, has several advantages compared to both optimal and pro− duct log−polar sampling. First of all, using the optimal polar sampling, points in the middle of the image can be sampled, i.e., "the black area" does not exist. Therefore, optimal polar sampling gives better subjective quality, since human eye is very sensitive to these points in the image middle. Further− more, optimal polar sampling gives better performances, compared to both optimal and product log−polar sampling, which will be shown in the following text.
In Fig. 2 , dependence of SNR on the sensors number N is shown, for optimal polar image sampling [plotted using Eq. (27)] and for optimal and product log−polar image sampling plotted using Eqs. (8) and (19) from Ref. 4 , for t = 25 and t = 75. It can be seen from Fig. 2 that optimal polar sam− pling gives the higher SNR, compared to both optimal and product log−polar sampling. For t = 25, the optimal polar sampling gives for 0.55 dB higher SNR compared to the optimal log−polar sampling and for 2.07 dB higher SNR compared to the product log−polar sampling. For t = 75, the optimal polar sampling gives for 0.8 dB higher SNR com− pared to the optimal log−polar sampling and for 3.35 dB higher SNR compared to the product log−polar sampling.
In Fig. 3 , we present the number of sensors N which is required to achieve given SNR, for optimal polar sampling [plotted using Eq. (28)] and for optimal and product log− −polar sampling plotted using Eqs. (9) and (20) from Ref. 4 , for t = 25 and t = 75. We can see from Fig. 3 that with the optimal polar sampling, the same SNR can be achieved with 12% less number of sensors compared to the optimal log− −polar sampling, or with 38% less number of sensors com− pared to the product log−polar sampling, for t = 25. For t = 75, the optimal polar sampling requires for 17% less number of sensors compared to the optimal log−polar sam− pling and for 58% less number of sensors compared to the product log−polar sampling, to achieve the same SNR. Since optimal polar sampling requires less number of sensors, this means that solution with optimal polar sampling is simpler and cheaper than solutions with optimal and product log− −polar sampling. Dependence of SNR on the number of sensors N, for optimal polar, optimal log−polar and product log−polar sampling, for t = 25 and t = 75. Fig. 3 . The number of sensors N which is required to achieve given SNR, for optimal polar, optimal log−polar and product log−polar sampling, for t = 25 and t = 75.
Based on all facts presented above, we can conclude that our solution is optimal and better than all solutions known in literature.
Conclusions
In this paper, image sensors deployment was analyzed with the aim to achieve efficient image sampling, considering human eye sensitivity function. This problem was solved by solving the equivalent problem, quantization of two−dimen− sional circularly symmetric signal. The optimal compres− sion function for r polar coordinate (radius) was derived for any circularly symmetric distribution, and minimization of distortion was done. Also, optimization of the phase levels number on each amplitude level was done. Obtained results are applied on image sampling. Human eye sensitivity func− tion was defined as bounded Gaussian pdf with one addi− tional degree of freedom (i.e. one additional parameter). Optimal polar image sampling was realized by establishing analogy with optimal polar quantization designed for circu− larly symmetric distribution, where pdf of the radius is equal to the human eye sensitivity function. With optimal polar image sampling it is possible to sample points in the image middle, which is not possible with optimal and product log−polar sampling. This improves subjective quality of sampled image since human eye is most sensitive to these points in the image middle. The optimal polar sampling gives higher SNR compared to both optimal and product log−polar sampling. Also, the optimal polar sampling can achieve the same SNR with less number of sensors and therefore, solution with optimal polar sampling is simpler and cost effective. Based on all these facts, it can be con− cluded that the optimal polar sampling is better than so− lutions used by now, based on log−polar sampling.
